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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

Sci-Fi Thriller for Young Adults Teases the Boundaries!  
 

Set on an island, 16-year-old Silver Spike is the 

narrator and major character. Read what happens when 

her body’s spikes go from silver, to gold, to bronze. 

 

In this sci-fi fantasy, Silver Spike wakes up at a human 

fortress where the villain, James Stoshen, is torturing 

her. She escapes and finds a refuge fortress with the 

help of an animal that can stand on two legs. In this 

fortress, mutated people live who are part human, part 

animal. She befriends two of them (Spikey and Bull 

Back) before the fortress is attacked by Stoshen. 

 

Silver Spike discovers in the attack that she can’t die. 

This teenage girl protects herself by expelling the 

spikes that come out of her body to kill Stoshen’s 

henchmen. What lies ahead for The Island Unknown? 

 

“This book offers a fascinating and imaginative read for 

teens and older. We are thrilled to announce its 

release,” said Robert Fletcher, CEO of Strategic Book 

Publishing and Rights Agency. 

 
THE ISLAND UNKNOWN (ISBN: 978-1-62857-500-2) is now available for $11 and can be 

ordered through the publisher’s website: 

http://sbprabooks.com/GraceFauchelle or at www.amazon.com or www.barnesandnoble.com. 

 
WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other wholesale distributors. 

Contact your representative with the ISBN for purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers, 

universities, libraries, and other organizations is also available through the publisher; please email 

bookorder@sbpra.net 

 

About the Author: Writer and illustrator Grace Fauchelle was born in 1994 in Wellington, New 

Zealand. This is her first book, but not the last. 
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ABOUT: Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co, LLC provides book publishing, book marketing, and e-Book services to over 

10,000 writers around the world. Our books are available through Ingram, the largest book distributor in the world, as well as in 

bookstores, through Amazon, Barnes & Noble and all online channels. Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co, LLC attends 

and exhibits at the major book expositions in London, New York, China, and Germany each year. 
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